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Estimating the size of the viral reservoir is critical for HIV cure strategies. Biomarkers in peripheral circulation may give
insights into the establishment of the viral reservoir in compartments not easily accessible. We therefore measured
systemic levels of 84 soluble biomarkers belonging to a broad array of immune pathways in acute HIV infection in both
antiretroviral therapy–naive (ART-naive) individuals as well as individuals who began ART upon early detection of HIV
infection. These biomarkers were measured longitudinally during acute and chronic infection and their relationship to viral
reservoir establishment and persistence was assessed. We observed several distinct biomarker pathways induced
following HIV infection such as IFN-γ–signaled chemokines, proinflammatory markers, and TNF-α–family members.
Levels of several of these factors directly correlated with contemporaneous viral loads and/or frequency of peripheral
blood mononuclear cells harboring HIV DNA during acute HIV infection. MCP-1, MIP-3β, sTNFR-II, and IL-10 levels prior
to ART associated with HIV DNA levels after 96 weeks of treatment, suggesting a link between early immune signaling
events and the establishment and persistence of the viral reservoir during ART. Furthermore, they offer potentially novel
tools for gaining insight into relative reservoir size in acutely infected individuals and the potential of associated risks of
treatment interruption.
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Introduction
During the first few days of  acute HIV-1 infection, viral replication begins at the site of  infection and rapidly 
disseminates to many compartments of  the body including lymphatic tissues, gut foci, and the central nervous 
system (CNS) (1). The spread of  HIV can be augmented by the early onset of  immune activation resulting 
from a variety of  factors including innate sensing of  viral gene products, danger signals from cell death, micro-
bial translocation through a compromised gut epithelial barrier, and others (2, 3). Importantly, this acute time 
period is a decisive one in which reservoir establishment occurs. Once the viral reservoir is established it pro-
vides a source of  persistent virus that cannot be eradicated by administration of  antiretroviral therapy (ART) 
alone (1, 4–7). Despite the success of  ART in reducing viral load to immeasurable levels in peripheral blood, 
HIV persists in quiescent cells that generate relatively minor, if  any, viral antigens sensed by antiviral CD8+ 
T cells, and are in privileged immunological sites where perfusion of  ART can be substantially lower (8–16). 
While it is extremely difficult to directly assess these sites of  HIV reservoir establishment, localized events in 
the tissue such as macrophage activation can lead to the production and release of  inflammatory biomarkers 
detected in the periphery. Assessment of  these systemic biomarkers could therefore allow insight into the pro-
cesses of  reservoir establishment and could yield important insights into interventions for HIV cure.

Acute HIV infection, like many other viral infections, results in a rapid and broad induction of  many 
antiviral and proinflammatory biomarkers (17, 18). This cytokine storm was first described as induced 
within the first 1 to 2 weeks following detectable viremia. Biomarkers described within these studies that 
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These biomarkers were measured longitudinally during acute and chronic infection and their 
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cells harboring HIV DNA during acute HIV infection. MCP-1, MIP-3β, sTNFR-II, and IL-10 levels prior 
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associated with early subtype B HIV infection included IFN-α, IL-15, IL-6, IL-18, RANTES, IP-10, and 
TNF-α (19–22). It was first hypothesized that these markers represented a bulk immune activation state 
induced by massive T cell activation during acute HIV infection (23). Subsequent studies have suggested 
that biomarker expression in early HIV infection is not a single wave but rather follows an ordered pattern 
with certain markers such as IFN-α and IL-15 arising early but others such as TNF-α arising later in infec-
tion, representative of  distinct immunological pathways (17, 24). These biomarker pathways are elicited 
during a crucial time period in acute HIV infection where many clinical parameters such as viral reservoir 
seeding occur. Therefore, it is critical to understand the kinetics with which different biomarker pathways 
are elicited during acute HIV infection and their potential linkage to viral reservoir seeding and persistence.

Despite continuous administration of  ART and resultant suppression of  HIV viremia, overall rates 
of  non-AIDS mortalities and morbidities such as cardiovascular disease and neurological degeneration 
remain higher in treated HIV-infected individuals than in the general population (25–36). This observa-
tion coincides with low-level continuous elevation of  many proinflammatory biomarkers despite effective 
ART, similar to those that occur late in life in HIV-uninfected individuals (37–42). While the cause of  
these increased inflammatory markers remains unclear and complex, several factors have been suggest-
ed, such as side effects of  ART administration, immune reconstitution, ongoing microbial translocation 
from damaged mucosal sites, or low-level viral replication (43–53). In particular, several of  these elevated 
markers are also induced during acute HIV infection and remain elevated throughout untreated chronic 
infection (54, 55). Knowing the decisive importance of  events during acute infection, exploring a possible 
link between soluble biomarkers present in early acute infection and their relationship to viral reservoir 
seeding could therefore lead to an increased understanding of  the processes of  reservoir establishment and 
maintenance in treated HIV-infected individuals.

To assess the biomarker pathways induced during HIV infection and their linkage with HIV viral 
loads and reservoir establishment, we assessed systemic levels of  84 soluble biomarkers longitudinally in 
individuals during acute HIV infection that either remained ART-naive or received ART. These biomark-
ers were measured during viral upslope and peak viral load within acute infection as well as at 24 weeks 
and 96 weeks after infection. We observed significant associations of  biomarkers with contemporaneous 
viral load and viral reservoir size in acute infection prior to ART administration. In particular, we also 
identified several biomarkers whose levels at treatment initiation in acute infection associated with levels 
of  viral reservoir following 96 weeks of  treatment. Together, these results indicate the utility of  periph-
eral biomarker pathway signals to potentially gain insight into reservoir establishment during HIV acute 
infection. Furthermore, they yield potentially novel tools to indirectly assess viral reservoir seeding dur-
ing acute HIV infection and to gauge the potential success of  interventions in cure-related studies after 
treatment interruption.

Results
Biomarker pathway kinetics in acute HIV infection. In order to identify biomarkers induced following HIV infec-
tion as well as differences in pathway-induction kinetics, we began by measuring systemic levels of  84 bio-
markers, including cytokines, chemokines, and soluble cytokine receptors, using Luminex multiplex assays 
in individuals beginning in early acute HIV infection. Ten Thai individuals from the HIV ECHO (RV217) 
acute infection cohort, who were treatment naive throughout the study duration (Supplemental Table 1 and 
Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/
jci.insight.98420DS1) (56) were assessed for plasma biomarker levels at time points corresponding to the 
following stages: preinfection (day 0), early acute (days 1–4 after RNA-positive Aptima test [RNA+]), peak 
acute (days 10–16 after RNA+), early chronic (days 240–267 after RNA+), and late chronic (days 647–782 
after RNA+) time points. Analysis of  median biomarker concentrations longitudinally revealed several tem-
poral patterns of  expression, with some biomarkers such as MCP-2 and sCD40L only showing relative 
increases during peak viral load, while others were induced predominantly in the later stages of  HIV infec-
tion, such as BCA-1 and MIP-3α (Figure 1). Notably, these different patterns of  temporal expression made 
visible through heatmap analysis (Figure 1) revealed that not just individual biomarkers, but rather entire 
pathways displayed differential induction kinetics. Indeed, a subset of  proinflammatory biomarkers includ-
ing the monocyte chemoattractant cytokines MCP-1 and MCP-2 were induced during acute infection but 
resolved to levels observed prior to infection by early or late chronic infection (Supplemental Figure 2A). A 
second set of  biomarkers including the TNF-α receptors sTNFR-I and sTNFR-II were induced primarily 
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in acute infection but levels remained elevated in early chronic time points before 
returning to uninfected levels in late chronic infection. Levels of  other biomarkers 
peaked in expression during peak viral load, and remained strongly elevated in 
chronic HIV infection, of  which notable members were the IFN-γ–signaled che-
mokines MIG, IP-10, and I-TAC. Lastly, subsets of  markers were substantially 
increased after the resolution of  peak viremia. These markers included several 
markers of  lymphocyte activation such as BCA-1, MIP-3α, and sIL-2Rα. Normal-
ization of  expression over time by Z scores using HIV-uninfected time points as a 
reference further demonstrated the differential kinetics with which biomarkers are 
induced in HIV infection, with several being significantly expressed only during 
acute infection time points or peak viral load, but varying in levels of  persistence 
in chronic infection, while others only arose significantly during chronic infection 
time points (Supplemental Figure 2B). Together, these data show that, rather than a 
uniform spike of  expression during acute HIV infection, several various groups of  
biomarkers representing known biological pathways display differential induction 
kinetics during the course of  HIV infection.

Biomarkers correlate with contemporaneous HIV viral loads. We next sought to 
identify biomarkers that were directly correlated with contemporaneous HIV 
viral loads during acute infection. Soluble biomarker levels were assessed in 
40 Thai individuals at enrollment in the RV254 cohort at Fiebig Stage I (n = 
10), II (n = 10), or III (n = 20) of  acute HIV infection prior to the immediate 
administration of  ART (Table 1) (57). In order to preserve the ability to compare 
between treated (RV254) and untreated (RV217) cohorts, individuals from the 
RV254 cohort were also Thai and mostly male (Supplemental Table 1). Levels 
of  biomarkers were then assessed for correlations between one another and with 
contemporaneous HIV viral loads by Spearman correlogram analyses (Figure 
2). Several biomarkers with known roles in inflammation and antiviral immune 
responses were observed to positively correlate with contemporaneous viral 
loads including IP-10, MIP-3β, I-TAC, sTNFR-II, IL-10, MIG, sIL-6R, TNF-α, 
MCP-1, and GRO (Figure 2 and Supplemental Table 2). Importantly, several 
of  these biomarkers also correlated with one another, such as levels of  IP-10, 
I-TAC, and MIP-3β or sTNFR-II and IL-10. Biomarkers that demonstrated the 
strongest correlations with viral loads and those that withstood Bonferroni’s cor-
rection for multiple comparisons were IP-10 (rho = 0.753; P < 0.0001), MIP-3β 
(rho = 0.688, P < 0.0001), I-TAC (rho = 0.63; P < 0.0001), sTNFR-II (rho = 
0.581; P = 0.0001), IL-10 (rho = 0.553; P = 0.0003), and MIG (rho = 0.522; P = 
0.0007) (Figure 3). While several of  these identified markers were expected, as 
their presence in acute HIV infection had been previously described, we build 
on these observations by demonstrating that additional factors such as MIP-3β, 
MIG, and I-TAC are expressed in acute HIV infection and correlate with con-
temporaneous HIV viral load. These data demonstrate that while several dis-
tinct biological pathways are activated during acute HIV infection, only a subset 
directly correlate with HIV viral load.

Continued elevation of  HIV-associated biomarkers in individuals on ART. To deter-
mine whether HIV-associated biomarkers are similarly elevated in chronic infec-
tion when ART is initiated in acute infection, we compared their levels at early 
chronic (approximately 8 months after infection in RV217 or after ART initiation 

Figure 1. Biomarker pathways are induced in temporally distinct patterns following HIV infec-
tion. Eighty-four biomarkers were measured in plasma from HIV-infected individuals (n = 10) at 
uninfected (day 0), early acute (days 1–4), peak acute (days 10–16), early chronic (days 240–267), 
and late chronic (days 647–782) time points by Luminex assays. Unsupervised hierarchical 
clustering by Spearman’s correlation of biomarkers differentially expressed between the 5 given 
time points. Colors indicate normalized row min-max shaded blue-red, respectively.
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in RV254 participants) and late chronic time points (approximately 2 years after infection in RV217 or after 
ART initiation in RV254 participants). Representative biomarkers from 3 different pathways linked to HIV 
viral load were downselected for analysis inclusive of  TNF-α family members, lymphocyte activation mark-
ers, and IFN-γ–signaled chemokines. Despite early suppression of  peripheral viremia in all individuals 
on therapy, levels of  certain biomarkers from all 3 pathways remained elevated in ART recipients at early 
chronic infection (8 months, Figure 4). Interestingly, levels of  several markers in ART recipients remained 
elevated even at late chronic time points (2 years), with levels of  MIP-3α and I-TAC significantly increased 
relative to HIV-uninfected individuals. This point is also demonstrated when the longitudinal levels of  bio-
markers after treatment initiation (RV254) is compared with the longitudinal levels of  treatment-naive indi-
viduals (RV217) (Supplemental Figure 3), and these differences withstood the Kruskal-Wallis test for multi-
ple comparisons. Indeed, several biomarkers such as IP-10, MIG, and I-TAC decrease during early chronic 
infection, similar to treatment-naive individuals, but their levels do not fully return to levels observed in 
uninfected individuals by 8 months after treatment for all 3 markers and at 2 years for I-TAC and MIP-3α 
(Supplemental Figure 3). Therefore, biomarkers associated with HIV viral load remain elevated in chronic 
HIV infection relative to demographically matched uninfected individuals even in the presence of  persis-
tent ART when initiated in acute infection.

Soluble biomarker associations with viral reservoir dynamics. HIV persists in latently infected cells following 
treatment initiation, resulting in a reservoir of  virus able to cause viral rebound upon treatment interrup-
tion. One measure of  this reservoir is DNA copies of  HIV in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). 
We therefore sought to determine whether the HIV-associated soluble biomarkers described above (Figure 
2 and Supplemental Table 2) also associate with the size of  the viral reservoir in acute infection prior to 
treatment initiation, and whether these biomarkers in acute infection aid prediction of  the latent reservoir 
size after 96 weeks of  treatment. Assessment of  biomarker correlations with total HIV DNA in PBMCs 
revealed several associations with the size of  the viral reservoir. Levels of  IL-10, IP-10, MIG, sIL-2Ra, and 
sTNFR-II all significantly positively associated with levels of  HIV DNA in acute infection, prior to treat-
ment initiation (Figure 5). Similarly, we assessed Spearman correlations of  HIV-associated biomarkers in 
acute infection with levels of  HIV DNA after 96 weeks of  treatment (Figure 6). Pretreatment levels of  IL-10 
(rho = 0.408; P = 0.035) and sTNFR-II (rho = 0.407; P = 0.035) and levels in acute infection significantly 
associated with the size of  the reservoir after 96 weeks of  treatment, with a trending association with 
MIP-3β (rho = 0.364; P = 0.062) (Figure 6). In addition to these markers, levels of  HIV RNA at pre-ART 
correlated both with levels of  HIV DNA present in PBMCs at week 0 (rho = 0.446; P = 0.008) as well as 
trended with HIV DNA levels following 96 weeks of  therapy (rho = 0.374; P = 0.054) (Figures 5 and 6).

As levels of  these biomarkers at treatment initiation were linked to contemporaneous HIV-1 RNA levels, 
we next wanted to determine if  any of  these markers could be predictive of  viral reservoir size independent 
of  contemporaneous viral load prior to treatment. Therefore, we performed linear regression of  HIV-associ-
ated biomarkers and levels of  HIV DNA in PBMCs at 96 weeks after treatment initiation while adjusting for 
HIV viral load during acute infection. After controlling for contemporaneous viral load, levels of  MCP-1 at 
treatment initiation significantly and inversely associated with viral reservoir size after 96 weeks of  treatment 
(P = 0.018). Since MCP-1 was the most significant factor after adjusting for viral load we took an additional 
step in building a multiple linear regression model by forward step-wise selection. We thus assessed the asso-
ciation of  biomarkers and HIV-1 RNA in acute infection with HIV reservoir 96 weeks after treatment initia-
tion. Using the additive method we observed the highest-performing model to include a negative association 

Table 1. Characteristics of RV254 individuals by infection stage upon diagnosis and enrollment

RV254 Fiebig I Fiebig II Fiebig III
n 10 10 20

Age 27.5 (18–46) 28 (25–34) 29 (21–46)
Male/Female 8:2 8:2 19:1

Enroll LogVL (copies/ml) 3.91 (3.04–5.51) 5.49 (4.42–6.50) 6.09 (4.69–7.49)
Enroll CD4 Abs (cells/μl) 504.5 (320–1,127) 419.5 (249–878) 352 (132–621)

Samples were provided and then individuals were immediately placed on treatment at this stage. Median values (range) are shown. VL, viral load.
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with MCP-1 and a positive association with sTNFR-II, MIP-3β, and MIG when adjusted for log10 HIV-1 
RNA (adjusted R2 = 0.3558, P = 0.012) (Table 2). These results show that biomarker levels in acute HIV 
infection, in addition to correlating with acute viral loads, can serve as useful markers to predict the levels of  
HIV DNA in PBMCs after treatment initiation, a surrogate for viral reservoir size.

Discussion
In these studies we identified potentially novel biomarkers associated with HIV viral load during acute HIV 
infection, and with the size of  the viral reservoir prior to and following ART initiation. In the RV217 cohort 
of  acutely HIV-infected individuals who did not receive ART, a pronounced and broad induction of  several 
biomarker pathways was observed, with members of  the proinflammatory, IFN-γ, and TNF-α pathways 
consistently being induced. Several of  these pathways peaked coinciding with peak viral load, yet differ-
entiated with respect to decay back to baseline levels when viral load reached the set point. Notably, while 
many biomarkers were induced following acute HIV infection, we only observed IP-10, I-TAC, MIP-3β, 
sTNFR-II, IL-10, MIG, sIL-6R, TNF-α, MCP-1, and GRO out of  the 84 biomarkers assessed to be directly 

Figure 2. Soluble biomarkers present in acute HIV infection correlate with contemporaneous viral 
loads prior to treatment initiation. Biomarkers present in acute HIV infection were assessed (n = 40 
individuals) and analyzed by Spearman’s correlation. The correlogram shown was constructed using 
unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Presence of a square at the intersection of 2 variables indicates 
a Spearman correlation with P < 0.05 and rho as indicated by the color code to the right. A red box 
indicates biomarkers that correlated with contemporaneous viral loads, and statistics associated with 
the significant viral load correlations are shown in Supplemental Table 2.
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linked with contemporaneous HIV viral loads. Interestingly, a subset of  these markers subsequently cor-
related with levels of  PBMC-associated HIV DNA prior to or after 96 weeks of  treatment, suggesting that 
these markers may be indicative of  signaling pathways induced at the site of  viral replication or reservoir 
establishment during acute infection. Several biomarkers were observed that remained elevated relative to 
HIV-uninfected controls, in some cases up to 96 weeks after ART initiation, confirming and expanding on 
the observation that ART does not abrogate all aspects of  immune activation in the setting of  HIV infec-
tion, even when it is initiated in acute infection (54).

Previous studies have sought to characterize the timing and nature of  immune activation immediately 
following HIV infection, and our studies presented here expand on these analyses to identify biomarker 
pathways associated with HIV dynamics. To the best of  our knowledge, this is the broadest assessment of  
biomarkers carried out during acute HIV infection to date. We further expand on the previously identified 
pathways, identifying markers such as I-TAC, MIG, MCP-2, and GRO that are expressed during HIV 
acute infection. Furthermore, we identify a later class of  biomarkers commonly associated with lympho-
cyte activation, such as BCA-1 and sIL-2Rα, which begin to rise in chronic infection. The majority of  previ-
ous studies often focused on what was termed acute infection, but was rather either Fiebig IV/V or early 
chronic time periods, as these individuals were already past peak viral load (17, 19–22). In the cohorts that 
we presented here, individuals were captured either prior to (RV217) or within early acute infection Fiebig 
stage I, II, or III (RV254) and followed longitudinally. In addition, these cohorts are primarily subtype 
AE–infected individuals located in Thailand, as opposed to subtype B–infected individuals described in 
previous studies. These studies substantially expand on previous knowledge, identifying not only cardinal 
soluble inflammatory markers, but also full pathways of  biomarkers induced with differential kinetics fol-
lowing acute HIV infection.

During acute HIV infection, immune activation results as a consequence of  multiple events such 
as the translocation of  and response to bacteria from a damaged gut, response to danger signals from 
bystander cell death, as well as sensing of  viral antigens. For this reason, while a large number of  
biomarkers fluctuate during acute HIV infection, only a subset of  these markers are reflective of  viral 

Figure 3. Soluble biomarkers present during acute HIV infection correlate with contemporaneous viral loads. Levels of biomarkers were assessed in 
individuals during acute HIV infection (n = 40) and correlated with contemporaneous HIV RNA copy levels. Markers were downselected based on those that 
remained significant following Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons. The color of the dots indicates the Fiebig stage of each individual when 
they entered the study in acute infection prior to treatment initiation. Dashed line represents mean biomarker concentration in HIV-uninfected individuals 
(n = 10). MIP-3b levels in Fiebig I were not significantly different than uninfected individuals, and a significant Spearman correlation with P < 0.05 and rho 
> 0.5 remained even after removing these individuals from the analysis.
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replication. In these studies we identified several biomarkers as significantly correlated with contempo-
raneous viral loads in acute HIV infection. While the function of  these biomarkers is varied, they share 
the attribute that their production can be elicited from monocytes and macrophages by the sensing of  
IFN-α or IFN-γ. IFN-α and IFN-γ can in turn be produced in response to viral antigens by several cells, 
including the sensing of  HIV RNA by plasmacytoid DCs and T cell activation in response to novel anti-
gens (58). The peripheral detection of  IP-10, I-TAC, IL-10, MIP-3β, and sTNFR-II may therefore repre-
sent spillover of  biomarkers into the periphery in response to localized innate immune signals driven by 
HIV replication within the lymphoid compartments. It would be of  interest for future studies to assess 
whether lymphoid sites are the main location at which these biomarkers are produced and whether their 
production represents a higher amount of  viral replication within these sites.

The process by which the HIV reservoir is established and the cellular populations that comprise it 
has been extensively studied but remain incompletely understood. From the SIV model in nonhuman 
primates as well as efficacy studies and anecdotes from post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP), it is apparent 
that the reservoir of  HIV infection is established extremely early (1). Indeed, the window over which ART 
can prevent permanent infection appears to be no longer than 2–3 days, after which the individual must 
undergo lifelong ART. The ability to understand in greater detail the processes and magnitude of  reservoir 
establishment could enable the differentiation of  subjects into HIV cure strategies. In these studies we 
identified several markers, including MCP-1, sTNFR-II, MIP-3β, and MIG whose levels at ART initia-
tion associate with levels of  a surrogate marker for viral reservoir at 96 weeks after treatment initiation. 
It is intriguing that levels of  MCP-1 (CCL2) stood out as the only factor observed to negatively associate 
with viral reservoir size. This could indicate that the induction of  certain biological pathways, such as 
monocyte activation, early in HIV infection could help prevent reservoir establishment. Notably, several 
of  these biomarkers are linked to the expression of  IFN-α, possibly via myeloid sensing of  HIV replication 

Figure 4. Levels of several soluble biomarkers that correlated with viral load persisted following treatment initiation. Systemic levels of biomarkers 
were assessed in HIV-uninfected individuals (n = 10), HIV-infected, treatment-naive (nTx) individuals during early chronic (days 240–267 [8m]) and late 
chronic (days 647–782 [2y]) (n = 10), or HIV-infected individuals with continuous treatment (Tx) initiated in acute HIV infection at time-period-matched 
sample stages (n = 40). Levels of selected biomarkers that correlated with acute HIV viral loads were then compared between all HIV-infected groups and 
uninfected individuals by Kruskal-Wallis test to account for multiple comparisons. Dashed line represents the median HIV-uninfected levels, and solid 
black lines indicate elevated levels relative to HIV-uninfected individuals with P < 0.05. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.
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products within lymphoid sites (58–60). This result stands in contrast to previous work that suggested no 
link between immune activation and levels of  viral reservoir (61). However, these previous assessments 
were performed during chronic infection and not between acute biomarker levels and chronic reservoir 
levels. We also observed no link between biomarker levels in chronic infection and contemporaneous viral 
reservoir levels, confirming this prior work. Therefore, the levels of  biomarkers in acute HIV infection 
could yield insight into reservoir establishment and greater inform HIV cure strategies.

The limitations of  this study include the limited number of  treatment-naive participants and treated 
individuals captured within each Fiebig stage. Increasing the number of  individuals would have allowed 
for the evaluation of  biomarker associations at each stage of  early acute infection with viral reservoir size 
after treatment. In general, biomarker levels in Fiebig I tend to be lower than those at Fiebig II/III, due to 
lower viral load, and as such low signal-to-noise ratios make their utility a bit more nuanced for reservoir 
size prediction. In addition, although total levels of  HIV DNA measured in PBMCs are a surrogate marker 
of  viral reservoir size, it does not capture the actual size or complexity of  reservoir establishment within 
lymphoid tissues. Additional studies need to be performed to further understand how the markers identified 
within this study relate to the mechanisms of  immune activation at the site of  establishment.

In this study, to our knowledge, we perform the broadest assessment of  soluble biomarkers associated 
with acute HIV infection and viral reservoir size to date. We observed a marked induction of  several tem-
porally distinct biomarker pathways, which displayed differential resolution in chronic infection following 
ART administration. Importantly, we identified several biomarkers that were directly linked to HIV viral 
loads and yield insight into levels of  viral reservoir seeding and the size of  the latent reservoir. These results 
provide new tools to assess the reservoir prospectively in the context of  intervention studies in order to assess 
reduction of  the reservoir or viral rebound in treatment interruption settings. Validation of  these biomarkers 
in intervention research seeking to achieve durable remission of  viremia would permit a significant advance 
in our understanding of  the nature of  the reservoir and ability to select candidates for such interventions.

Methods
Experimental design. The goal of  the study was to first identify pathways of  biomarkers linked with HIV-1 
viral load and reservoir size and to subsequently assess their relationship during chronic HIV infection 
in the presence of  ART. To account for possible demographic effects, all selected individuals were Thai 
and were of  similar age and sex (Table 1 and Supplemental Table 1). Sample number was chosen based 

Figure 5. Soluble biomarker levels correlate with the size of the viral reservoir (total HIV DNA in peripheral PBMCs) prior to treatment initiation. 
Biomarkers were assessed in individuals diagnosed with HIV infection at Fiebig I (n = 10), Fiebig II (n = 10), or Fiebig III (n = 20). The color of the dots 
indicates the Fiebig stage of each individual when they entered the study. Levels of biomarkers were correlated with levels of total PBMC-associated 
HIV DNA levels at week 0 (wk0) prior to treatment initiation. The PBMC HIV DNA assay can detect a single copy of HIV DNA per PCR. The limit of detec-
tion depends on the number of cells examined and varies between samples. For simplicity, we represented all the samples with undetectable levels of 
HIV DNA on the y axis as 0. All comparisons shown are P < 0.05 by Spearman’s correlation.
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upon availability. Comparable sample time points were selected to incorporate viral upslope, peak, and 2 
windows of  chronic infection between the 2 studies with (RV254) and without (RV217) treatment.

Study participants. Plasma used was collected from peripheral blood processed in the presence of  acid-
citrate-dextrose (ACD) and subsequently cryopreserved. All subjects were enrolled in either the US Mili-
tary HIV Research Program (MHRP) RV217 cohort or the Thai Red Cross AIDS Research Center RV254 
cohort (56, 57). Cohort demographics are included in Table 1 and Supplemental Table 1. RV217 individu-
als were enrolled prior to HIV acquisition and tested with twice weekly finger pricks for positive HIV RNA 
using the sensitive Aptima test, as previously described (62). These individuals were then followed longitu-
dinally in the absence of  treatment, with intense sampling during acute infection (56). RV254 individuals 
were enrolled while in the Fiebig I, II, or III stage of  acute HIV infection (Table 2), and immediately placed 
on treatment. Sampling was performed prior to treatment and longitudinally after treatment initiation (57).

Biomarker measurements. Cryopreserved ACD plasma was thawed on ice, clarified by centrifugation 
at 10,844 g for 10 minutes, and sterilized with 0.05% Tween 20 for 15 minutes at room temperature. Plas-
ma was then measured for 84 biomarker levels using the Milliplex MAP Human Cytokine/Chemokine  

Figure 6. Soluble biomarker levels correlate with the size of the viral reservoir (total HIV DNA in PBMCs) 96 weeks following treatment initiation. 
Biomarkers were assessed in individuals diagnosed with HIV infection at Fiebig I (n = 10), Fiebig II (n = 10), or Fiebig III (n = 20). Linear regression of 
virus-associated biomarkers and chronic levels of HIV-1 PBMC DNA at 96 weeks after infection. The color of the dots indicates the Fiebig stage of each 
individual when they entered the study. Dashed gray line indicates best fit for simple linear regression model. Values indicate Spearman’s rho and P 
value for associated correlations with HIV DNA at 96 weeks after treatment initiation. The PBMC HIV DNA assay can detect a single copy of HIV DNA 
per PCR. The limit of detection depends on the number of cells examined and varies between samples. For simplicity, we represented all the samples 
with undetectable levels of HIV DNA on the y axis as 0.

Table 2. Soluble biomarker levels correlate with the size of the viral reservoir (total HIV DNA in PBMCs) 96 weeks following treatment 
initiation

Marker Estimate Adj. Estimate P value Adj. P value
MCP-1 –0.603 –0.675 0.0094 0.0064

sTNF-RII 0.472 0.411 0.0377 0.077
MIP-3β 0.330 0.24 0.0054 0.097

MIG –0.111 –0.12 0.242 0.207
Biomarkers were assessed in individuals diagnosed with HIV infection at Fiebig I (n = 10), Fiebig II (n = 10), or Fiebig III (n = 20). Multiple linear regression 
estimates and P values for biomarkers found to yield best prediction of chronic viral reservoir size when controlled for contemporaneous HIV-1 RNA at 
treatment initiation. Values shown are for biomarker loading and significance in models unadjusted and adjusted for HIV-1 RNA levels.
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Magnetic Bead Panels I, II, III, and Milliplex MAP Human Soluble Cytokine Receptor Panel according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions (EMD Millipore), as previously described (63). Samples were ana-
lyzed on a 5-parameter logistic curve with a standard acceptance range of  80%–120% on a BioPlex 200 
running BioPlex Manager v6 (Bio-Rad).

Viral load and reservoir measurement. Plasma HIV RNA and total HIV DNA within PBMCs were mea-
sured as previously described (56, 64).

Statistics. GraphPad Prism (v7.0a) or R Studio (v1.0.44, R Consortium) was used to analyze data 
in a univariate fashion. For both univariate correlations and multivariate linear regression analyses, 
biomarker levels were log2 transformed prior to analysis in order to normalize distributions. Heatmaps 
were generated in Gene-E utilizing these log2-transformed values (Broad Institute) and correlograms 
were generated using the corrgram package in R (65). Z scores were calculated by standard definition 
of  value distance from group mean divided by individual biomarker’s standard deviation in uninfected 
individuals. Significant differences between groups were determined by Mann-Whitney U tests or Krus-
kal-Wallis test for multiple comparisons, and correlations were determined by Spearman’s analyses. For 
all statistical tests performed, a 2-tailed α level was assumed, and P < 0.05 was treated as significant 
unless otherwise noted. Due to cohort size and the exploratory nature of  the study, Bonferroni cor-
rections were employed in select analyses. For multiple linear regression analyses, the factor with the 
lowest P value in simple linear regression was chosen. Factors were added to the model step-wise, with 
the model providing the highest adjusted R2 employed as the basis for the subsequent model. Model 
construction was ended when addition of  other variables did not improve adjusted R2. Adjusted R2 was 
employed to avoid model overfitting.

Study approval. All study participants gave written informed consent prior to inclusion in the study and 
approval was obtained from the Walter Reed Army Institute of  Research (Silver Spring, MD), and the Chu-
lalongkorn University and Phramongkutklao Hospital (Bangkok, Thailand) IRBs.
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